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Preface 
This document describes preliminary research on a distributed, trajectory-
oriented approach for traffic complexity management. The approach is to 
manage traffic complexity in a distributed control environment, based on 
preserving trajectory flexibility and minimizing constraints. In particular, the 
document presents an analytical framework to study trajectory flexibility and the 
impact of trajectory constraints on it. The document proposes preliminary 
flexibility metrics that can be interpreted and measured within the framework.  
This document was prepared by L3 Communications, 300 Concord Rd., Billerica, 
MA, under NASA Research Announcement (NRA) Contract Number 
NNA07BB26C. It represents the deliverable “2007 summary report” for NRA 
Task: “Traffic Complexity Management through Trajectory Flexibility and 
Minimizing Constraints” 
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1 Introduction 
The Next Generation Air Transportation System (NextGen) is expected to receive up to 
three times the current traffic demand by the year 2025 [1]. In order to handle the 
expected increase in air traffic NextGen will introduce major transformations in Air 
Traffic Management (ATM); three examples of which are net-enabled information 
access, performance-based services, and aircraft trajectory-based operations [1]. Net-
enabled information access will substantially increase information availability promoting 
greater shared awareness of system operations among users and service providers. 
Net-enabled information access is exemplified by emerging technologies such as the 
Automatic Dependent Surveillance Broadcast (ADS-B) which enables sharing of 
aircraft-based position and intent information among airborne and ground-based agents. 
Performance-based services will make access to National Airspace System (NAS) 
resources, such as runways and airspace volumes, dependent on the equipage and 
capability of the aircraft. This promotes users to equip their aircraft and service 
providers to provide access to scarce NAS resources according to performance levels 
of aircraft. Trajectory-based operations will manage NAS resources by requiring aircraft 
to precisely follow custom-made four dimensional (4D) trajectories consisting of a 
specified path and along-path time conformance requirements. This promotes 
prescribing and accurately following trajectories that ensure separation and optimize 
traffic flow management over different time horizons.   
These capabilities enable a more optimal allocation of functions among the agents of 
the air traffic system [2]. One such allocation scheme proposes moving the ATM system 
towards a distributed control architecture [3], [4]. This distributed architecture delegates 
to the pilot more authority in determining and modifying the aircraft trajectory; currently 
this authority resides mainly with the ground-based controller. The premise is that 
distributed control mitigates the controller workload as a constraint against increasing 
airspace capacity, because introducing more traffic introduces additional responsible 
decision makers (pilots) enabled by advanced sensor, communication, and decision 
support technologies.  
While the architecture of the ATM system becomes less centralized and more 
distributed, its goal remains to achieve objectives such as maintaining safety and 
efficiency at acceptable levels. A key research question asks whether a distributed 
control architecture will be capable of satisfying these ATM objectives. A positive 
answer has important implications on the new role of centralized control, taking on 
higher level supervisory control functions such as monitoring and intervention, as 
opposed to lower level active control, thus enabling capacity gains and cost savings. 
Therefore, in the distributed control architecture each individual aircraft is responsible 
for generating and maintaining a trajectory that achieves the ATM objectives for that 
flight in addition to any self-interest objectives. To this end it is critical to design the 
distributed architecture with appropriate elements that ensure individual aircraft actions 
achieve the overall ATM objectives.  
Prior research on distributed ATM concentrated on the investigation of sharing the 
primary function of separation assurance between pilots and controllers. A number of 
research efforts investigated and reported algorithms suitable for conflict resolution in a 
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distributed control environment: Hill, et al. suggested a satisfying game theoretic 
approach for distributed air traffic control [5]. Wollkind, et al. reported a cooperative 
negotiation algorithm for conflict resolution, trading shared utility information using a 
monotonic concession protocol [6]. Versteegt and Visser used traffic complexity as a 
criterion to resolve conflicts in a free flight sector while reducing the traffic load [7]. To 
assist the pilot in separation assurance, automated decision support systems, such as 
the Autonomous Operations Planner (AOP), are designed to provide conflict detection 
and resolution advisories in the cockpit [8]. Genetic algorithms to resolve conflicts 
between aircraft pairs were reported associated with the AOP research [9], [10]. Early 
experiments of mixed distributed and centralized separation assurance showed 
promising results in terms of the impact on controller workload and efficiency [11], [12], 
[13]. 
This research deals with two newly proposed functions for the distributed ATM system: 
A trajectory flexibility preservation function and a trajectory constraint minimization 
function. The trajectory flexibility preservation function enables an aircraft to plan its 
trajectory such that it preserves a requisite level of maneuvering flexibility in 
accommodating unforeseen disturbances, stemming for example from other traffic and 
from weather activity. The trajectory constraint minimization function enables ground-
based agents, in collaboration with air-based agents, to impose just-enough constraints 
on trajectories to achieve ATM objectives, such as separation assurance and flow 
management.  
In this report, Section 2 describes the research questions consisting of two main 
hypotheses to test. In Section 3, a literature review of related topics such as motion 
planning, distributed airborne-based conflict resolution, traffic complexity and constraint 
minimization is collected. Section 4 describes conceptually how the two functions of 
trajectory flexibility preservation and constraint minimization operate in a distributed 
control architecture that includes self separation. The concept and its underlying 
hypotheses are illustrated through hypothetical scenarios involving conflict resolution 
and flow management. Then, a functional analysis is described in Section 5 where each 
of the three functions is decomposed into monitoring and action components, and the 
interaction and information flow between them is demonstrated schematically. Sections 
4 and 5 are based on material published in [14]. Section 6 gives further insight into the 
concept by describing trajectory flexibility in an analytical framework of an aircraft 
trajectory solution space and defining flexibility metrics. In this framework flexibility is 
defined in terms of robustness and adaptability to disturbances. Furthermore, the impact 
of constraints is illustrated through analysis of a trajectory solution space with limited 
degrees of freedom, namely speed variation along the aircraft path, and in simple 
constraint situations involving meeting multiple times of arrival and resolving a conflict. 
Section 6 is based on material published in [15]. Section 7 presents methods to 
estimate the metrics applied to situations using speed and path stretch, as single 
degree of freedom. The case of path stretch is in an initial stage of research requiring 
further research. Section 8 describes, also based on material published in [15], the use 
of the proposed metrics for trajectory planning in simple scenarios involving selecting a 
path and using speed as the only degree of freedom to accommodate disturbances. 
Namely two examples are used, one to demonstrate how selecting a path based on 
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flexibility may impact traffic complexity and one to demonstrate how flexibility increases 
by relaxing constraints. Finally future work is summarized in Section 9.  
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2 Research Questions 
The ATM system ensures high level objectives such as safety, stability, cost 
effectiveness, among other objectives. To ensure these objectives constraints are 
imposed on aircraft trajectories. For example to ensure safety separation requirements 
are imposed between aircraft and to ensure stability required times of arrival are 
scheduled in order to maintain demand below capacity. As shown in Figure 2-1, this 
research introduces two new functions of the distributed ATM system: a flexibility 
preservation function by which an individual aircraft generates a trajectory that 
preserves its ability to accommodate unforeseen events above a requisite level, and a 
constraint minimization function by which a distributed agent (aircraft or ground unit) 
applies only the necessary constraints on a trajectory to achieve the ATM objectives.  
  
Figure 2-1 Main functions and their hypothesized relationships 
The objective of this research is to investigate the relationships between these functions 
and their impact on the aggregate ATM system performance. Namely, this research will 
test two underlying hypotheses displayed in Figure 2-1: 
a. by each individual aircraft preserving its own trajectory flexibility, aggregate 
system objectives, such as maintaining acceptable traffic complexity (complexity 
defined as proneness to compromising safety), are naturally achieved, and  
b. by minimizing the constraints imposed on a trajectory, without jeopardizing the 
intended ATM objectives, the trajectory flexibility is increased, and hence traffic 
complexity is further mitigated. 
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3 Literature Review 
A literature search was made on past research concepts ranging from topics on motion 
planning in robotics and other autonomous agents to distributed airborne-based conflict 
resolution. Some literature about complexity and constraint minimization is also 
included. The literature is summarized and organized by themes in the following sub-
sections. 
3.1 Motion Planning in Robotics and other Multiple Moving Agent 
Systems 
Significant research has been conducted in the area of robotics for planning coordinated 
motion and trajectories of robots and autonomous vehicles of different types. This work 
which concentrated in the late eighties and the nineties has been reinvigorated recently 
in the context of multiple rovers and multiple unmanned air and ground vehicles (UAV 
and UGV) for applications such as space exploration and hazard area operations. In 
such applications autonomous aerial or ground vehicles are expected to coordinate their 
motions to avoid each other and other obstacles while achieving certain goals. 
In general this problem involves deriving a world model based on partial information of 
the objects surrounding each vehicle including current and intended states of obstacles 
and other moving vehicles. This information is available through sensing and 
communication, such as through vision sensors and data links. Then motion plans for 
each vehicle are generated in a centralized or distributed fashion to avoid the obstacles 
and other objects and attain its goals. 
Geometric approaches: 
One of the earlier approaches to motion planning is based on geometrically defining the 
environment, using methods such as Voronoi diagrams [16], and planning trajectories 
through geometric entities or cells. These approaches are mainly used to plan 
trajectories off-line.   
Artificial potential fields: 
One popular approach is based on artificial potential fields proposed by Khatib [17]. In 
this approach obstacles are modeled as repellers and goals as attractors. The approach 
is attractive because it allows adaptive on-line motion planning, in a reactive manner 
while vehicles move. The most serious shortcoming of this approach is the risk of 
deadlock due to local minima and of oscillations near obstacles and in narrow passages 
[18]. However the use of potential fields is still a popular approach and has been 
suggested for navigation of unmanned vehicles using actual magnetic field sensors [19], 
[20]. Shimoda [21] applied an artificial potential field approach in the trajectory space 
(the space of the actuation degrees of freedom of a vehicle) to account for kinematic 
constraints, uneven terrain as well as avoiding moving obstacles. Two advantages were 
described for using the degrees of freedom space as opposed to the conventional 
Cartesian space: directly computing actuation command inputs that obey the vehicle 
constraints and easily expressing the terrain constraints in terms of actuation variables.   
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Randomized approaches: 
Randomized motion planning approaches avoid the deadlock problem inherent in 
potential field approaches. One such approach uses probabilistic road maps by 
randomly selecting milestones from the robot’s configuration space and connecting 
them to produce collision free paths [22]. This approach was described in Hsu 1997 and 
extended to account for any kinodyamic constraints by building the roadmap in the 
space-time domain [23], [24], [25]. 
Lamiraux [26] used randomized exploration trees (introduced previously by Barraquand 
[27] and extended in LaValle [28]) from the initial state and from the goal state, and then 
potential field methods to modify the two resulting partial trajectories such that they 
connect. Combining randomized exploration trees and trajectory deformation using 
potential fields reduced the size of the trees and the exploration time. The paper has a 
mathematical formulation for a generic perturbation of a trajectory using artificial 
potential field approach, which is based on earlier work of Lamiraux [29]. When a local 
minimum results in the potential field modification, further tree exploration is used to 
avoid the deadlock.   
3.2 Distributed Airborne Based Conflict Resolution  
Wollkind et al. [6] reported a cooperative negotiation algorithm for conflict resolution. 
The approach used utilities of the agents involved in a conflict that are traded using a 
monotonic concession protocol. The approach assumes the agents share their 
respective utility values. 
A number of algorithm efforts have also been reported associated with the AOP 
research and experiments. These algorithms use genetic algorithms to resolve conflicts 
between aircraft pairs [9], [10], [30]. 
Versteegt and Visser used complexity (dynamic density) as a criterion to resolve 
conflicts in a free flight sector while reducing the traffic load [7].  
Hill et al. [5] suggested a satisficing game theoretic approach for distributed air traffic 
control.  
Using hybrid control, Tomlin et al [31], [32] analyzed the safety of trajectory patterns 
with continuous dynamics between discrete states. They used relative geometry of 
kinematics for modeling the continuous state evolution between discrete states, which 
were turns between straight segments. They analyzed a worst case scenario based on 
a game theoretic assumption that each aircraft assumes the worst action by the other. 
Clark et al. [33] reported an approach to robot planning motion based on dynamic 
networks. They proposed centralized control within networked vehicles and 
decentralized when not networked. Centralized control used priority rules within 
networked vehicles. 
3.3 Traffic Complexity 
Traffic complexity is essential to this research because of the need to test and 
demonstrate the impact of trajectory flexibility preservation and constraint minimization 
on traffic complexity.  
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The vast majority of the air traffic control literature dealing with complexity has tackled 
the complexity issue focusing on factors that make the air traffic situation more complex 
and result in an increase of controller workload, ultimately limiting the airspace capacity. 
These studies assumed a centralized environment in which the controller controls traffic 
within a sector of airspace and the major motivation was to approximate controller 
workload, and hence sector capacity, by a more realistic measure than a simple traffic 
count, as it is the practice today. The approaches used in these efforts include: 
Kopardekar and Magyarits [34] listed a large number of factors (from a number of 
studies) that affect traffic complexity (and hypothetically controller workload) along with 
associated metrics. The metrics were mostly derived from the airspace geometry based 
on the notion of dynamic density, and included, for example, aircraft count and density, 
sector geometry, traffic mix and distribution, traffic flow structure, mix of aircraft types 
and performance characteristics, and weather. Then using the linear regression 
technique, they found the factors/metrics that best fit controller workload data. The 
workload data was obtained from subjective controller ratings of the difficulty to control 
traffic scenarios of different complexities.  
Histon et al. [35] and Davison et al. [36] emphasized cognitive elements of complexity, 
in particular the use of structure by controllers to simplify the control cognitive 
processes. Examples of structure that they determined include standard flows, grouping 
of traffic, and critical points such as merge points. Athenes et al. [37] developed and 
analyzed a metric that measures the effect of uncertainty and time pressure on 
controller workload. They used objective measures such as heart rate to demonstrate 
the validity of their metrics. 
Delahaye and Puechmorel [38] introduced several complexity metrics based on traffic 
geometry (proximity, convergence, sensitivity to control maneuver) and traffic flow 
pattern organization or disorder (topological entropy). They extended the entropy metric 
effort building linear and nonlinear dynamical system models to fit actual aircraft 
trajectories [39]. Building on this effort, Ishutkina et al. [40] estimated traffic complexity 
by the ability of a mathematical linear program to interpolate a vector flow field between 
aircraft positions and velocities, given a set of constraints on speed and turn rate. These 
efforts tend to be computationally expensive and were demonstrated for simple 2 
dimensional situations. 
Aigoin [41] used clustering techniques to measure complexity. Granger and Durant [42] 
analyzed the impact of the cluster size of aircraft in conflict. Clustering techniques were 
also used by Billimoria and Lee [43] to determine airspace congestion independent of 
sectors.  
More relevant to a distributed control environment, Riley et al. [44] analyzed the pilot 
perception of airspace complexity. This study built on the controller perception studies 
by Koperdekar and Magyarits [34]. It reduced the list of factors to the ones relevant to a 
pilot resolving conflicts and used pilot ratings and regression to analyze the factors that 
represent pilot perception the best. Then a neural network model was used to create a 
complexity prediction utility. 
Some efforts were made to use complexity prediction for traffic flow management 
decision aid. These efforts include Sridar et al. [45], and Masalonis et al [46]. 
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3.4 Constraint Minimization 
Little literature has been found and reviewed dealing with the minimization of constraints 
and its effects. For example, Ishutkina et al. [40] suggest a lineal program formulation 
that determines the minimum number of constraints that should be relaxed in their 
vector field formulation. 
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4 Concept Definition 
Figure 4-1 illustrates the allocation in the distributed ATM architecture of the three 
functions: separation assurance, trajectory flexibility preservation and trajectory 
constraint minimization.  
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Figure 4-1 Distributed ATM architecture with separation assurance, trajectory 
flexibility preservation, and trajectory constraint minimization 
In this mixed operations, distributed environment separation assurance is shared 
between the pilot (for self-separating aircraft) and the air traffic controller (for ground-
controlled aircraft) and acts in a time horizon depicted by the shorter cones extending 
from each aircraft. The flexibility preservation function is a pilot function that 
complements the pilot’s separation assurance function but acting on a larger time 
horizon as depicted by the extended cone shapes. The constraint minimization function 
is allocated mainly to the ground based traffic manager to impose just-enough 
restrictions on the aircraft to meet ATM objectives. However, a collaborative role allows 
the pilot to negotiate constraints with the ground traffic manager. Each of the three key 
functions, the relationships between them, and their impact on NAS performance 
indicators such as capacity and complexity, are described next.  
4.1 Separation Assurance 
Separation assurance is the most central function of air traffic control, taking in its time 
horizon and for safety reasons priority over other functions such as expediting traffic 
and implementing traffic flow management initiatives. In centralized control separation 
assurance is the responsibility of the air traffic controller who monitors and manages 
aircraft within an airspace volume to maintain the minimum separation requirements. In 
a distributed control architecture, each aircraft (i.e. pilot/automation system) is 
responsible for maintaining separation from surrounding traffic. Pilots are assisted in 
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conflict detection and resolution by cockpit automation, such as the AOP system, 
maintaining their workload at an acceptable level. As a result of the allocation of 
separation assurance tasks to pilots, traffic complexity from a centralized perspective, 
which represents controller workload and proneness to commit separation violation 
errors [34] [35] [36] [38], is reduced because the controller is relieved from the active 
separation assurance task for self-separating aircraft. In addition, a notion of 
distributed/automated traffic complexity is introduced that represents the level of 
proneness to separation violation errors in the new distributed/automated environment. 
For example, Riley et al. [44] analyzed a number of factors in terms of how well they 
represent a pilot’s perception of traffic complexity in airborne conflict resolution 
scenarios. Therefore, traffic complexity may be represented and mitigated differently in 
a distributed/automated-control environment than in the usual centralized/human-control 
environment. The premise of the distributed control architecture is that the airspace can 
accommodate more traffic because the capacity to assure separation is increased 
through the participation of pilots. Furthermore, as the traffic level increases, the 
capacity of the NAS in terms of separation assurance increases, because introducing 
more traffic introduces more pilot decision makers for self separating aircraft, adding 
scalability of capacity with demand. 
Centralized or distributed, resolving predicted conflicts is more critical and required to 
be more accurate for conflicts that are predicted closer to the current position of aircraft. 
The further out the predicted conflicts, the less time-critical their resolution is because 
prediction is less accurate and the situation is subject to change as time progresses. 
Separation assurance is, therefore, the most critical function of cockpit automation in 
the near time horizon taking priority over other functions in this horizon. The strategic 
separation assurance horizon is typically on the order of tens of minutes. For example, 
in the current AOP logic conflict resolution is performed only for conflicts predicted in the 
next ten minutes from the current aircraft state, and these conflicts are resolved for the 
next twenty minutes. The separation assurance horizon is depicted as the dark short 
cone expanding from each aircraft in Figure 4-1. 
4.2 Trajectory Flexibility Preservation 
Trajectory flexibility preservation is envisioned as an airborne function that complements 
airborne-based separation assurance. The main objective of this function is to plan the 
aircraft trajectory in a manner that affords the aircraft sufficient flexibility, particularly in 
preserving its ability to accommodate disturbances. These disturbances may stem for 
example from other traffic or from weather activity. Flexibility preservation complements 
separation assurance both within the conflict resolution horizon and outside it within an 
extended flexibility planning horizon as shown by the extended cone shapes in Figure 
4-1.  
In the conflict resolution horizon flexibility is used to select from many conflict resolution 
solutions one that affords the aircraft more flexibility, for example to adapt to 
unexpected behavior by the intruder traffic. One example of such behavior is the 
coincidence conflict situation shown in Figure 4-2. In this situation two conflicts are 
predicted between two unrelated pairs of aircraft as shown in the left side of the figure. If 
the two ownship aircraft maneuvered as shown by dotted lines in the left side of the 
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figure to resolve their respective predicted conflict, without coordination, a new 
coincidental conflict may arise between them. Although the flexibility preservation 
function does not explicitly coordinate between the two aircraft, it assists each ownship 
in reducing the risk of conflict due to the unpredicted behavior of the surrounding traffic, 
thus resulting in implicit coordination. Hence with this function, each ownship aircraft 
may select a more flexible trajectory anticipating the potential behavior of the other 
aircraft and minimizing the exposure to it. For example, in the right side of Figure 4-2 
each of the ownship aircraft decided instead to maneuver away from the other ownship, 
reducing or eliminating the chance of a coincidence conflict situation.  
Previous 
conflict
Previous 
conflict
Non-coordinated 
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resolutions
ready for 
execution
Active 
routes
Unrelated 
conflict pairs
Avoided 
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Figure 4-2 Flexibility preservation avoiding coincidence conflicts 
Outside the conflict resolution horizon and within the flexibility preservation horizon the 
flexibility preservation function plans the aircraft trajectory to minimize its exposure to 
disturbances such as weather cells and dense traffic areas. In this long horizon the 
possibility of loss of separation is not critical because conflict prediction is rather 
inaccurate and does not warrant conflict resolution. While the required separation from 
the other traffic is not ensured in this horizon, the flexibility preservation function 
positions the aircraft optimally to reduce the probability of conflict in the future, by 
minimizing its exposure to weather cells and dense traffic areas. More generally it is 
hypothesized that the flexibility preservation function results in naturally producing traffic 
situations that are less complex than without the application of the function.  
Figure 4-3 depicts an example involving aircraft maneuvering around convective 
weather cells. Because of the reduced airspace capacity, aircraft compete for small 
gaps between the weather cells. On the left side of the figure each aircraft, while 
planning its trajectory, assesses its flexibility using a flexibility metric that reflects its 
exposure to risk and ability to mitigate it. Given the weather and traffic situation, each 
aircraft questions whether it should avoid the airspace entirely or could modify its 
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trajectory to increase its flexibility. If the aircraft proceeded along their headings as 
depicted in the left side of the figure, a complex traffic situation arises causing excessive 
congestion and possibly a high conflict rate in the airspace between the weather cells. 
On the other hand, the right side of the figure displays a more structured and 
streamlined traffic pattern that is hypothesized to result if each aircraft made a decision 
to increase its flexibility – by limiting its exposure to congestion and proximity to the 
other traffic and the weather cells. Because the flexibility preservation function results in 
reducing the traffic complexity in the new distributed environment, the ground controller 
workload is also reduced, while performing monitoring and supervision roles, as the 
traffic is more structured and the chance of conflict is reduced.  
Hypothesis:
If all aircraft apply flexibility 
preservation function, complexity 
automatically will be reduced
Airborne flexibility function will question:
Do I have enough flexibility to safely proceed?
Can I modify my trajectory to increase my flexibility?
Do I need to avoid this airspace entirely and replan?
Ownship
Flexibility 
metric
Trajectories Designed to Preserve FlexibilityApplicability of Trajectory Flexibility Prediction
 
Figure 4-3 Flexibility preservation avoiding complex traffic situations  
The size of the flexibility planning horizon depends on a number of factors. One 
important factor is the range of traffic information that is available to an aircraft. If 
cockpit information about the surrounding traffic is based on ADS-B, then the horizon 
may be limited by the ADS-B reception range. If information is up-linked from the 
ground then flexibility planning may be available over a greater range, ultimately 
extending to the destination of the aircraft.  
4.3 Trajectory Constraint Minimization 
Trajectory constraint minimization is envisioned as primarily a ground-based function, 
with a possible collaboration role for the pilot, as was shown in Figure 4-1. An aircraft 
trajectory is continually planned to abide by a set of constraints that are imposed on it to 
achieve ATM objectives. For example, in order to achieve the objective of safety with 
respect to collision, an aircraft 4D state should not be within 5 miles and 1000 feet from 
another aircraft 4D state at any time. In addition, in order to meet flow management 
objectives an aircraft is often required to maintain an increased spacing from other 
aircraft in the same flow or to absorb a certain amount of delay on the ground or in the 
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air. Constraint minimization is a function by which a traffic manager reduces the amount 
of constraints imposed on aircraft to the extent possible without jeopardizing the 
intended ATM objectives. This is accomplished by imposing just enough constraints on 
the aircraft to meet the objective; for example, if a single required time of arrival (RTA) 
at a specified fix will sufficiently meter the traffic flow, multiple RTAs per aircraft are 
deemed too excessive and hence candidate for relaxation. Such constraint minimization 
has benefits in terms of more efficient utilization of NAS resources; but it also affords 
pilots more flexibility as it increases their ability to maneuver freely with fewer 
constraints in order to accommodate disturbances. Therefore, while constraint 
minimization is a function performed mainly by the ground-based traffic manager, who 
has the ability to monitor and achieve ATM objectives that involve a large number of 
aircraft, the pilot may negotiate constraint reduction from the cockpit perspective. For 
example, the pilot may determine that the aircraft is not able to abide by certain 
constraints with enough flexibility, and hence provide useful information to the traffic 
manager to determine how to adjust the constraints.  
Figure 4-4 shows an example demonstrating the hypothesized role and impact of 
constraint minimization with respect to trajectory flexibility preservation and hence traffic 
complexity.  
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Figure 4-4 Constraint minimization example – relaxing RTA tolerance 
Aircraft ‘A’ attempts to plan its trajectory to resolve a predicted loss of separation with 
aircraft ‘B’ and at the same time to meet an RTA at a downstream fix. The RTA 
tolerance initially allows aircraft ‘A’ to avoid the predicted conflict only by stretching its 
path to the left, which exposes the aircraft to nearby traffic (Aircraft C and D) and to an 
inclement weather system (left side of figure). The aircraft has to select from a small set 
of trajectories (represented by the left-hand shaded region) with expected time of arrival 
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(ETA) at the fix that lie within the RTA tolerance. These trajectories do not afford the 
aircraft enough flexibility to accommodate disturbances from the weather and the traffic, 
and they would increase the contribution of aircraft ‘A’ to traffic complexity. With this 
information or independently, the traffic manager relaxes the RTA constraint by 
increasing the allowable tolerance in meeting it as shown in the right side of the figure. 
This is done having determined that the ATM objectives intended by the RTA can still 
be met sufficiently with the increased tolerance. With the extended RTA tolerance, more 
trajectory solutions become available to aircraft ‘A’, which is now able to avoid the 
predicted conflict by maneuvering to the right with no risk exposure to the weather or 
nearby traffic. As a result, by selecting a more flexible trajectory with less exposure to 
disturbances from weather and traffic, the contribution of the aircraft to traffic complexity 
is reduced. In addition, the aircraft is enabled to more reliably meet its RTA constraint 
and hence achieve the intended ATM objectives.  
The constraint minimization function assesses the effectiveness of the constraints 
imposed on aircraft trajectories in achieving the intended ATM objectives. As shown in 
Figure 4-5, this is a hierarchical process. ATM objectives are posed at the highest level 
in abstract terms such as maintaining safety, stability, equity, efficiency, cost-
effectiveness, among others. Each high level goal is then mapped into trajectory 
constraints and objectives that establish the criteria needed to meet the goal. For 
example, in order to maintain stability demand is balanced with capacity; otherwise 
delays grow unstable. The constraint minimization function assesses if it is possible to 
relax the demand-capacity balance, for a short duration for example, without 
jeopardizing stability. This is done if needed, for example, to accommodate aircraft 
flexibility needs. Then as shown in Figure 4-5 balancing demand and capacity forms an 
intermediate goal that results in imposing lower level constraints and objectives on 
aircraft trajectories. For example, a flow management program may impose on an 
aircraft meeting an RTA at a fix to achieve the demand-capacity balance. The constraint 
minimization function then assesses if it is possible to relax the RTA constraint without 
jeopardizing the balance. One possible method to accomplish this is swapping RTAs 
between aircraft which does not impact the demand rate but may accommodate aircraft 
needs. Another example is increasing the tolerance for meeting the RTA (as described 
in Figure 4-4) or removing redundant RTA constraints at certain locations while keeping 
them at critical locations.  
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Figure 4-5 Constraint minimization hierarchy example  
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5 Functional Analysis  
In order to realize the concepts described above a functional analysis is conducted to 
identify key functions and the information flow between them. Figure 5-1 depicts a 
diagram of the key functional blocks and information flows for the three main functions: 
separation assurance (A), flexibility preservation (B) and constraint minimization (C). 
The functional relationships depicted are abstractly independent of the 
allocation/sharing of functions between the air or ground agents. However, for this 
discussion the allocation proposed at the beginning of section 4 is assumed.  
At the heart of the functional diagram in Figure 5-1 is a trajectory generation engine. It 
generates a trajectory for an aircraft given as input the set of all constraints imposed on 
it, some by cockpit concerns and some from controllers, traffic managers and company 
operators. Both the airborne and the ground systems may contain a trajectory 
generation engine to support their functionalities. The diagram separates out inputs to 
trajectory generation coming from the separation assurance function, the flexibility 
preservation function, and the constraint minimization function.  
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Figure 5-1 Functional framework  
To simplify the analysis each function is divided into only two components, a 
monitoring/assessment component to identify the need for action and a solution/action 
component to select a solution and implement it. The separation assurance function 
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monitors the current and predicted future states of all aircraft within its horizon and 
predicts loss of separation based on the separation requirement criteria (A1 in Figure 
5-1). The metric is the estimated separation between aircraft and the criteria are the 
separation requirements which are well established for ground-based control for each 
type of airspace and aircraft. (For example, the separation requirements are: 5 miles 
horizontally or 1000 feet vertically for the en-route airspace.) If a conflict is predicted the 
separation assurance function selects a conflict resolution solution (A2) and sets the 
corresponding constraints (conflict resolution advisories) to the trajectory generation 
engine. This is performed on board by a cockpit system like AOP and/or on the ground 
by a controller decision support tool like the En-route Descent Advisor (EDA) [47]. 
Similarly the onboard flexibility preservation function monitors the current and future 
states of the aircraft and of all aircraft within its horizon and predicts a flexibility metric 
that measures the risk exposure of the aircraft to disturbances such as from weather 
and traffic (B1). It compares this measure to criteria that dictate an acceptable level of 
flexibility. Based on this assessment, if the predicted flexibility is low the flexibility 
preservation function selects more flexible solutions (B2) and advises the trajectory 
generation engine by setting the corresponding constraints and objectives. Unlike the 
classical separation assurance function, the flexibility metrics and criteria are not well 
established and are a subject of ongoing research. Preliminary investigations will be 
discussed in the next sections and more mature results will be presented in follow-on 
reports and papers.  
Finally, the ground-based constraint minimization function monitors the constraints 
imposed on aircraft trajectories for the aircraft within its horizon, and analyzes their 
effectiveness in achieving the intended ATM objectives (C1). If opportunities to reduce 
constraints without jeopardizing the intended objectives are identified these constraints 
are relaxed (C2) and conveyed to the trajectory generation engine. In this mode the 
constraint minimization function is continuously performed by the ground-based 
manager/automation identifying opportunities to reduce constraints and afford aircraft 
more flexibility as long as the ATM objectives are sufficiently met. Action to minimize 
constraints may also be invoked from the aircraft. An aircraft may determine that its 
flexibility is insufficient and can only be increased by relaxing certain constraints 
imposed on it. This may occur if an aircraft is either overly constrained or excessively 
constrained. An overly constrained aircraft is one that cannot find a feasible trajectory 
that meets all the constraints imposed on it, in which case the trajectory generation fails. 
An excessively constrained aircraft is one that can find feasible trajectories but ones 
that are not sufficiently flexible, in which case the flexibility preservation function may 
indicate a need to relax certain constraints. In such cases the aircraft may invoke the 
ground-based function to attempt to relax certain constraints with recommendations 
from the aircraft as shown in Figure 5-1. 
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6 Definition of Trajectory Flexibility and Metrics  
In order to develop metrics and methods for trajectory flexibility preservation and 
constraint minimization, these functions are posed in the framework of an aircraft 
trajectory solution space. A trajectory of an aircraft is generated by selecting values for 
its degrees of freedom over a time horizon. This trajectory is required to abide by a set 
of constraints that are imposed to achieve certain ATM objectives such as maintaining 
separation requirements and balancing demand and capacity. Therefore, these 
constraints define the limits of a solution space of feasible trajectories for the aircraft. 
Out of these trajectories the aircraft selects one that optimizes its preferences, such as 
meeting company profit objectives by minimizing fuel burn, delay, passenger discomfort, 
and other factors. In this section the functions of trajectory flexibility preservation and 
constraint minimization are posed in the framework of the trajectory solution space and 
its defining constraints. In this section limited-scope examples are used for the purpose 
of providing analytical insight into the concept. The trajectory solution space of an 
aircraft with speed as the single degree of freedom and with RTA constraints at specific 
locations is investigated. The notion of trajectory flexibility and the effect of the RTA 
constraints and of conflict constraints on it are highlighted in this analytical framework. 
Finally, definition of flexibility metrics is provided using this framework to illustrate them. 
6.1 Trajectory Solution Space with Multiple RTAs and Conflict 
Constraints 
A trajectory is represented by a 3-dimensional path (s) and a speed profile (V(s)) that 
determines the time (t(s)) at each location along the path. Using this representation, 
Figure 6-1depicts a simple scenario of a single aircraft required to meet an RTA at a 
distance d along its path s, as shown in the right side of the figure. The RTA is to be met 
within a given tolerance in time t. The left side of the figure displays the trajectory 
solution space of the aircraft in an s-t space, assuming speed is the only available 
degree of freedom. The set of times that are reachable at any distance s are bound by 
traveling at maximum speed Vmax and at minimum speed Vmin. This set is reduced by 
the RTA tolerance requirement at distance d and the set of feasible trajectories is 
correspondingly reduced as shown in the figure by eliminating the non-feasible region. 
The non-feasible region consists of the reachable states that, if reached, the full speed 
range is not effective in meeting the RTA tolerance. The remaining states are feasible in 
the sense that if reached at least one solution using speed exists to meet the RTA 
tolerance. Any trajectory that contains non-feasible states is infeasible in the sense that 
it violates the RTA constraint (Trajectory B in Figure 6-1) and any trajectory that does 
not contain any non-feasible states is feasible (Trajectory A in Figure 6-1). The set of 
feasible states is the convex hull bound by straight lines with slopes Vmin and Vmax 
drawn from the current state, a straight line with slope Vmax drawn through the later RTA 
tolerance end, and a straight line with slope Vmin drawn through the earlier RTA 
tolerance end, as depicted in Figure 6-1. 
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Figure 6-1 Solution space with single RTA constraint 
Imposing more constraints further limits the trajectory solution space of the aircraft. For 
example, Figure 6-2 shows the effect of adding a second RTA constraint (RTA2) at 
distance d2 in addition to a constraint RTA1 at d1 > d2, along another aircraft path s1. 
RTA2 may result from a congestion region at distance d2 along s1, while path s0, for 
example, does not go through such congestion and its solution space would be as 
depicted in Figure 6-1. The feasible region of the solution space is reduced dramatically 
to the set of trajectories that meet both RTA tolerances. For example, trajectory B which 
would be feasible in terms of meeting RTA1 becomes infeasible if RTA2 is imposed 
because it does not meet RTA2.  
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Figure 6-2 Solution space with multiple RTA constraints 
As depicted in Figure 6-2, the feasible region is the union of the feasible regions 
between the current state and the first RTA and between each successive pair of RTAs. 
The feasible region between two successive RTAs is the convex hull between the 
following lines: Straight lines with slope Vmax drawn through the earlier tolerance end of 
the earlier RTA and the later tolerance end of the later RTA, straight lines with slopes 
Vmin drawn through the later tolerance end of the earlier RTA and the earlier tolerance 
end of the later RTA, and horizontal lines drawn at the distances d1 and d2. If the 
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location of RTA2 in Figure 6-2 is shifted to the right or left over time, or its tolerance is 
reduced, it is possible that no trajectories would be available that meet both RTA1 and 
RTA2. This occurs when no feasible region connects the aircraft current position to the 
destination RTA1. In this case the aircraft trajectory is over-constrained as mentioned in 
Section 5 and requires relaxation of some constraints. Therefore, as Figure 6-2 
demonstrates, relaxing an RTA constraint by, for example, increasing the tolerance or 
changing the timing has a clear impact on opening up solution space and allowing more 
feasible trajectories, as was hypothesized by the example in Figure 4-4. 
Figure 6-3 adds to the examples above a conflict with an intruder aircraft B (which may 
also represent a moving weather cell). Along s0 the aircraft is required to meet RTA1 at 
distance d1 within a tolerance in time, and in addition s0 is impacted by the intruder 
aircraft B whose separation zone is expected to cross s0 between distances d3 and d4. 
The geometry and timing of the conflict translates into an elliptical region in the s0-t 
domain with all points within corresponding to loss of separation. A trajectory that 
crosses this region loses separation with the intruder and is hence infeasible.1 As 
shown in Figure 6-3 the conflict cuts out an additional infeasible region bound by the 
Vmax and Vmin tangents to the elliptical conflict region [48]. Trajectory B is infeasible 
because of loss of separation with the intruder aircraft while trajectory A is feasible 
being conflict free and meeting RTA1. 
Imposing more constraints further limits the trajectory solution space of the aircraft. For 
example, along s1 the aircraft is required to meet two RTA constraints within tolerance: 
RTA2 at distance d2 because of a congestion region, and RTA1 at d1 > d2, in addition to 
the impact of the predicted conflict between d3 and d4.  For convenience, the geometry 
in the figure is chosen such that d1, d3, and d4 are equal along s0 and s1. As shown in 
the diagram at the bottom of Figure 6-3 the solution space is smaller than that along s0; 
trajectory B is infeasible because of loss of separation with the intruder aircraft or not 
meeting RTA2 while trajectory A remains feasible by meeting both RTAs and 
maintaining separation. 
                                            
1 Idris et al. gives a mathematical formulation of the conflict region for a circular separation zone around 
an intruder aircraft moving at a constant speed [48]. In words: The separation zone occupies a line 
segment along si that starts as a point when the zone first touches si, grows in size to the diameter length 
and shrinks to a point when the zone leaves the path si. 
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Figure 6-3 Solution space with RTA and conflict constraints 
The locations and tolerances of RTA1, RTA2 or the conflict region in Figure 6-3, may 
leave no feasible trajectory that is conflict free and meets both RTAs. In this case the 
aircraft trajectory is over-constrained and requires relaxation of some constraints. This 
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example demonstrates how the introduction of additional constraints, such as RTAs and 
conflicts, reduces the adaptability of the aircraft by blocking out parts of the 
maneuverability solution space. Conversely, relaxing these constraints, when possible 
without jeopardizing the intended ATM objectives, increases the adaptability and hence 
flexibility of the aircraft, as was hypothesized in Sections 2 and 4. For example, 
removing RTA2 in Figure 6-3 increases the size of the feasible region and reduces the 
chance that the prediction of the conflict renders the aircraft over-constrained or 
excessively constrained. The aircraft may also select path s0, which has less probability 
of incurring the RTA2 constraint, over path s1 to achieve lower exposure to constraints. 
The multiplicity of the constraints and their types also gives rise to a prioritization among 
them, which is important when the aircraft is unable to meet all of the constraints. For 
example, if the aircraft in Figure 6-3 is over-constrained, it may report to the ground-
based traffic manager that it is unable to meet RTA2 (“Unable RTA2”) because of the 
conflict. In this case the traffic manager may relax RTA2 ensuring safety at the expense 
of less important objectives.  
6.2 Definition of Flexibility as Accommodation of Disturbances 
Given the solution space defined in Figure 6-3 the aircraft selects a trajectory that meets 
all the imposed constraints, if not over-constrained. If the environment is deterministic 
the aircraft proceeds along the trajectory as predicted and the aircraft meets its 
objectives without violating any constraints. However, disturbances may occur that may 
alter the images depicted in these figures from what is predicted. The notion of 
trajectory flexibility is defined as the ability of the aircraft to accommodate such 
disturbances while abiding by the constraints.  
Disturbances may be classified into two types, one related to the state of the aircraft 
and the other to the constraints that define the solution space: 
State disturbances result in deviations in the aircraft state from what is predicted by 
the trajectory. If some information is available about such disturbances they may be 
modeled into an envelope around the aircraft trajectory over the time horizon. For 
example, if the aircraft trajectory prediction was based on a wind speed model the 
imperfect information in the wind forecast may be modeled as a range on the ground 
speed and hence a range on the state of the aircraft at each time over the horizon of the 
trajectory prediction. Such a range typically grows over time.  
Constraint disturbances result in deviations in the constraints that define the solution 
space for the aircraft trajectory. These deviations may be in the form of introduction of 
new constraints or modifications in currently imposed/predicted constraints. For 
example, RTA2 in Figure 6-2 may be introduced as a disturbance to the situation 
depicted in Figure 6-1, thus drastically changing the solution space. Or, the RTAs may 
shift in time or change in tolerance relative to what was predicted, thus perturbing the 
boundaries of the solution space. Such disturbances may result from traffic flow 
management actions of which limited information is available at the time of prediction. 
Constraint disturbances include many types of constraints such as the introduction and 
movement of traffic and weather cells. 
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In order to increase its ability to accommodate such disturbances the aircraft selects out 
of its solution space a trajectory that affords it sufficient flexibility. Two characteristics 
have been identified as relevant to measuring flexibility: robustness and adaptability to 
disturbances. These characteristics are defined and illustrated through an example in 
analytical terms. The use of the robustness and adaptability characteristics to develop 
metrics and methods to preserve the flexibility of the aircraft in accommodating different 
types of disturbances is a topic of ongoing research of which preliminary results are 
given in the next section. 
1. Robustness is defined as the ability of the aircraft to keep its planned trajectory2 
unchanged in response to the occurrence of a disturbance. A trajectory that can 
withstand a disturbance without having to change is more robust than other trajectories 
that become infeasible when the disturbance occurs. In the context of the RTA/conflict 
constraint scenario of Figure 6-3 and considering the introduction of the conflict as a 
disturbance, a trajectory that remains feasible in terms of meeting the tolerances of both 
RTA1 and RTA2 and avoiding the conflict despite the disturbance, which significantly 
reduced the solution space, is robust to this disturbance.  
2. Adaptability is defined as the ability of the aircraft to change its planned trajectory2 in 
response to the occurrence of a disturbance that renders the current planned trajectory 
infeasible. A trajectory that positions the aircraft such that other feasible trajectories 
remain accessible to it if a disturbance occurred and rendered the current trajectory 
infeasible is more adaptable than another trajectory for which the disturbance leaves 
fewer or no feasible trajectories. In the context of the multiple RTA/conflict scenario of 
Figure 6-3, if trajectory B was selected it becomes infeasible when the conflict is 
predicted. The prediction of the conflict reduced the solution space.  However, it left a 
set of trajectories for the aircraft that are feasible in terms of meeting both RTA1 and 
RTA2 and resolving the conflict. Therefore, the aircraft is able to adapt to this 
disturbance over a certain time, for example, by changing its planned trajectory from B 
to A. 
6.3 Definition of Flexibility Metrics 
Selecting appropriate metrics for measuring flexibility in terms of its two characteristics, 
robustness and adaptability, requires generalization to a wide range of situations 
involving various degrees of freedom and types of disturbances. For illustration 
purposes the definition of these metrics are posed in the context of a simple scenario 
that involves a single aircraft selecting from a set of pre-specified paths to fly between 
its current position and a destination fix with the ability to vary speed along each path, 
as was depicted in Figure 6-3. The aircraft has to meet an RTA at the destination fix 
regardless of the selected path. Some paths pass through a congestion region which 
results in a second RTA constraint along these paths at the congestion region. The 
paths in the scenario may be impacted by one constraint disturbance: a predicted 
                                            
2 The robustness and adaptability characteristics apply to the full or part of a trajectory plan, such as a 
path or speed profile.  
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conflict with traffic that crosses the paths. State type disturbances are not considered, 
where the aircraft is assumed to fly its planned trajectory accurately.  
The discrete path choice and the speed profile choice constitute a hierarchal decision 
process where it is assumed here that the aircraft selects a path first and then the 
speed profile to achieve its objectives. Once the aircraft selected the path, its only 
degree of freedom is selecting the speed profile along the path. The decision analyzed 
here is the selection of the path, where the only objective of the selection is to preserve 
(or maximize) flexibility (represented by the robustness and adaptability characteristics 
defined in the previous section) in accommodating the conflict prediction disturbance, 
using the speed degree of freedom. With these assumptions, the decision process is 
analyzed using initial definitions of metrics that measure robustness and adaptability of 
each path to the predicted conflict disturbance. It is important to note that this 
hierarchical decision process may not result in the most flexible trajectory (including 
path and speed profile). This is because the path is selected first based on aggregate 
flexibility metrics over the set of trajectories that the speed provides along each path. An 
integrated trajectory selection approach may result in a more optimal trajectory and will 
be addressed in future research. 
In the context of this scenario, the solution space along each path is analyzed in terms 
of its flexibility to the prediction of the conflict with the intruder aircraft. Figure 6-4 
depicts the solution space along a path s that is impacted by an RTA constraint at 
distance d1 and a specific instance3 of the conflict prediction at a location prior to d1 and 
a time prior to RTA1 (as was analyzed in Figure 6-3). The conflict region divides the 
solution space into the following regions: 
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Figure 6-4 Robust and adaptable states 
                                            
3 Other instances correspond, for example, to variability in the intruder aircraft trajectory prediction. 
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1. Area I consists of the infeasible states which, once reached, violating the conflict 
constraint is unavoidable. These states cannot be part of a conflict free trajectory. 
This area is bound by the straight line tangents to the conflict region, with minimum 
and maximum speed slopes. 
2. Area R consists of robust states which, once reached, conflict violation cannot occur 
however speed is varied. These states cannot be part of an infeasible trajectory with 
the predicted conflict. R may consist of multiple areas (R' and R'' depicted in Figure 
6-4). 
3. Area A consists of adaptable states that may be part of either feasible or infeasible 
trajectories, with respect to the predicted conflict. Area A is divided into multiple 
areas in Figure 6-4 indicating which area reaches the I and R states. The infeasible 
states, I, can be reached from all A', A'' and A''' states. On the other hand, states R' 
can be reached from A' and A''' states, while states in R'' can be reached from states 
in A'' and A'''. 
The robustness of an aircraft planned trajectory to a disturbance is measured by the 
probability that the trajectory stays feasible (by not violating any constraint) if the 
disturbance occurred. The robustness of the path depicted in Figure 6-4, which is a 
partial trajectory plan, may be measured by the probability that an arbitrarily selected 
trajectory along the path (i.e. a speed profile) falls in the feasible area R, as opposed to 
the infeasible area I, after the prediction of the conflict. Assuming an equally likely 
trajectory selection, one metric (RBT) that measures this probability is the ratio of the 
number of feasible trajectories that fall in the R area (i.e., despite the disturbance) to the 
total number of feasible trajectories along the path that fall in area S (i.e., without 
considering the disturbance):  
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Computing this metric requires estimating the total number of trajectories abiding by all 
constraints except the predicted conflict and the number of feasible trajectories with 
respect to the predicted conflict. Then, assuming a stochastic behavior of the intruder 
aircraft of which the predicted conflict situation depicted in Figure 6-4 is one instance ‘i’, 
the metric is averaged over the instances. For example, if the intruder stochastic 
behavior is characterized by a distribution Pi over instances i:1-N, then the robustness 
metric is integrated over the instances: RBT = Σi:1-N[Pi×RBTi]. 
A planned trajectory that falls in the infeasible area I in Figure 6-4 should be adapted by 
changing it to a feasible trajectory that contains states in area R. This adaptation is 
meaningful only for trajectories that contain infeasible states in I and is possible as long 
as the current state is an adaptive state in area A. Therefore, the adaptability of the path 
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is dictated by the availability of area R and how reachable it is from states in area A, 
using the speed degree of freedom. Therefore, one metric that measures adaptability 
(ADP) is the absolute number of feasible trajectories that fall in area R:  
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Then, assuming a stochastic behavior of the intruder aircraft characterized by a 
distribution Pi over conflict instances i:1-N, the metric is averaged over the instances as 
described for the robustness metric: ADP = Σi:1-N[Pi×ADPi]. 
The robustness and adaptability metrics proposed are used in this scenario to compare 
flexibility among different paths by measuring the set of feasible trajectories that the 
speed degree of freedom provides along each path. This comparison is used to make a 
path selection based on properties aggregated over the set of trajectories along the 
path. The flexibility metric is ultimately used to plan a full trajectory including the path 
and the speed profile. It is important to note that the robustness and adaptability metrics 
proposed can be extended to the integrated planning by maintaining or preserving their 
values at each step along a trajectory. For example, adaptability decreases as the 
aircraft moves along a trajectory because the number of feasible trajectories decreases. 
This can be seen from Figure 6-4 where the states in area A''' are more adaptable 
having access to both R' and R'', while states in areas A' and A'' are less adaptable 
having access only to R' or R'' respectively. Hence, adaptability decreases continuously 
as the aircraft proceeds along a trajectory transitioning through A''' and then from A''' to 
either A' or A''. An adaptable trajectory may be planned by minimizing the rate at which 
such reduction in adaptability occurs along the trajectory.  
These metrics are instantiated in the cases of speed and path stretch degrees of 
freedom, along with methods to compute them, in the following section. 
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7 Estimation of Trajectory Flexibility Metrics 
Trajectory characteristic metrics relevant to flexibility in accommodating disturbances, 
namely robustness and adaptability, and their use for trajectory planning are extended 
to more generic scenarios and degrees of freedom in this section. A scenario is 
presented in the next subsection, followed by an example of computation of the 
flexibility metric using speed as the single degree of freedom. Then preliminary efforts 
extending the metrics to the case of using path stretch as the single degree of freedom 
are presented in the following subsection. 
7.1 Scenario Description 
The scenario considered involves a single aircraft planning its trajectory in the presence 
of disturbances. The trajectory plan includes selecting a two-dimensional path (s) as a 
series of straight segments, si, and a speed profile along the path. Specifically, Figure 
7-1 shows an example where the path consists of up to three segments (s1 – s3), where 
s1 starts at the aircraft current state and extends along a selected heading, s3 ends at 
the destination fix along a selected heading, and s2 is a possible intermediate segment 
with a selected orientation. In this example, s2 is selected with a specific orientation 
parallel to the straight line connecting the current state with the destination state, but in 
general other orientations are possible. The speed profile is any series of speeds that 
are bounded by minimum and maximum speeds Vmin and Vmax respectively.  
 
RTA
Ó
Ó
Ó S1
S2
S3
Traffic location uncertainty 
 
Figure 7-1 Simple scenario 
The aircraft is assumed to select a path and a speed profile such that its flexibility is 
maximized (or preserved above a threshold) along the trajectory, in accommodating 
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disturbances while meeting constraints. The aircraft has to meet an RTA at the 
destination fix regardless of the selected path. The disturbance considered in the 
scenario is possible conflict along the path with moving hazards, namely conflict with 
other traffic. The moving hazard may also represent weather cells or clusters of traffic. 
State type disturbances are not considered, where the aircraft is assumed to fly its 
planned trajectory accurately. In Figure 7-1, the disturbances consist of two traffic flows 
at either side of the aircraft, along the orientation of the segment s2 (but in general may 
be in any orientation). The traffic may be characterized by uncertainty, for example, in 
its location as shown in the figure. The aircraft may meet the RTA constraints and 
accommodate the disturbance using either speed or path stretch as degrees of 
freedom. The flexibility of the aircraft as defined by robustness and adaptability metrics 
is analyzed using these degrees of freedom in the next sections.  
7.2 Flexibility Using Speed 
In the context of this scenario, the solution space along a fixed path while varying only 
speed was analyzed in Section 6 in terms of its flexibility to the prediction of a conflict 
and depicted in Figure 6-4. Namely, Figure 6-4 depicted the solution space that 
corresponds to varying speed between Vmin and Vmax along a fixed path s constrained to 
meet one RTA (with tolerance window) at distance d1 and impacted by one predicted 
conflict disturbance, represented by the elliptical shape conflict region. Summarizing 
from Section 6: The robustness metric (RBT) of the path depicted in Figure 6-4, which is 
a partial trajectory plan, may be measured by the probability that an arbitrarily selected 
trajectory along the path falls in the feasible area R as opposed to the infeasible area I, 
after the prediction of the conflict. A planned trajectory that falls in the infeasible area I 
should be adapted by changing it to a feasible trajectory that contains states in area R. 
This adaptation is meaningful only for trajectories that contain infeasible states in I and 
is possible as long as the current state is an adaptive state in area A. Therefore, the 
adaptability of the path is dictated by the availability of area R and how reachable it is 
from states in area A, using the speed degree of freedom. Therefore, the adaptability 
metric (ADP) is represented by the absolute number of feasible trajectories that fall in 
area R. 
Computing the robustness and adaptability metrics requires estimating the total number 
of trajectories that pass through the area R, abiding by the RTA constraint as well as 
avoiding the predicted conflict. Computing the robustness metric requires estimating the 
number of trajectories that abide by all constraints except the predicted disturbance 
(conflict in this case). This corresponds to the total feasible area S after removing area I 
in Figure 6-4. Appendix A illustrates a special case with a single speed change only. In 
this case the number of trajectories in a region of the solution space can be measured 
by the area of the region. In a general situation, Figure 7-2 shows a method for 
estimating the number of trajectories that pass through any parallelepiped area (Area I 
from Figure 6-4 is used as an example). The method consists of the following two steps: 
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Figure 7-2 Estimating number of trajectories 
1. First, a line segment (L) is selected across the area (I) through which passes every 
trajectory that passes through the area. This line is the cross diagonal of the 
parallelepiped area. The trajectories that pass through each point (i) of this line 
segment form mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive subsets of the set of 
trajectories that pass through the area. Therefore, the number of trajectories that go 
through the area is the sum of the trajectories that go through each point along this 
line segment (L). 
2. Second, the number of trajectories N(i) that pass through a point (i) is estimated by 
multiplying the number of trajectories N(origin — i) that lead from the current state of 
the aircraft (origin) to that point times the number of trajectories N(i — dest) that lead 
from that point to the destination state (dest). Each one of these two sets is 
estimated by discretizing the t-dimension into equal increments (tj) of length (ε) as 
shown in Figure 7-2. The speed is assumed constant within each increment, where 
the width (ε) of the resulting strips in the t-dimension represents the minimum time 
required or desired between speed changes. Therefore, there might be as many 
speed changes in the trajectory as increments tj are considered. 
Let k=(t(k), s(k)) be a point of the solution space. Let the function g+k(s) be a function 
that represents the number of trajectories that reach from the point k forward over 
one time step from t(k) to t(k)+ε. An example is shown in Figure 7-2 reaching from 
the origin to the first time step. If only specific discrete speed values are allowed 
between Vmin and Vmax then g+k(s) is a discrete function with two possible values: 
one unit at each s-value reachable at t(k)+ε with each discrete allowed speed value, 
and null at any other s-value. In other words, each unit represents one constant-
speed trajectory corresponding to each allowable speed value and reaching to a 
single s value. This is represented by the following formula. 
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If a continuous speed range is allowed between Vmin and Vmax then g+k(s) is a 
rectangular continuous function that has an area underneath it equal to the total 
number of constant-speed trajectories leading between the two time steps. This 
number of trajectories is measured by the angle (θ) between the lines with slopes 
Vmin and Vmax extending forward from the single point k. The magnitude of the 
rectangular function is normalized by the span of the function over s such that the 
area underneath it is equal to θ. See a representation in Figure 7-3. 
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Figure 7-3 Number of trajectories g+k(s) from a point k. 
Similarly, let g-k(s) represent the number of trajectories that lead from a previous 
time step t(k)-ε to a point k. An example is shown in Figure 7-2 reaching from step tj 
to one point in step tj+1. Using similar explanation as above the function g-k(s) takes 
on the following discrete and continuous forms. The function has the same shape as 
g+k(s) except for its range over s. 
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Let the function fj(s) be the number of trajectories that lead from the current state 
(the origin at t0 in Figure 7-2) to the time step tj. As shown in Figure 7-2, at the first 
time step t1, f1(s) = g+origin(s). Then at each subsequent time step tj+1 the function 
fj+1(s) is obtained from the function fj(s) at the previous time step tj, through a 
convolution with the reachability function g-k(s). This convolution amounts to 
computing the number of trajectories fj+1(s(k)) that reach each point k along the 
domain s at time step tj+1 by adding the number of trajectories fj(s) that reach the 
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previous time step tj and fall within the reachability window of the function g-k(s(k)). 
This is shown schematically in Figure 7-2 for calculating fj+1(s) from fj(s) at one point 
k along step tj+1. In the convolution g-k(s) is translated along the s domain at tj+1 as 
fj+1(s) is calculated at each point k along the s-segment that lies within the solution 
space at tj+1. In other words the function g-k(s) acts as a moving window that slides 
down the s-segment at tj and for each point k along the s-segment at tj+1 the number 
of trajectories fj(s) that are bounded within the window corresponding to k are 
summed to compute the number of trajectories fj+1(s(k)) that reach that point at tj+1. 
Using a dummy variable τ to represent s at time step tj and dropping the index k from 
the function g (because s is equivalent to s(k)), the convolution may be written as 
follows: 
})()()(1 ∫ −= −+ τττ dsgfsf jj  
By applying the iterative convolution process in step (2) with an appropriate 
discretization of time and speed, the number of trajectories that reach any point from the 
current state may be computed. This includes those that reach from the origin to point i 
on L, N(origin — i). Also by applying this same process, the number of trajectories that 
lead from any point other than the origin to the destination may be computed. This 
includes the number of trajectories that lead from point i on L to the destination, N(i — 
dest). Then the total number of trajectories N(i) that go through point (i) is the 
multiplication of the two and the number of trajectories that go through the region (I) is 
the sum of the trajectories that go though each point i on L: 
∫∈ −×−= Li destiNioriginNIN )()()(  
This equation is applied to the areas R' and R'' as well as to the area S representing the 
full solution space (excluding the infeasible area I). The robustness and adaptability 
metrics can then be computed by taking the appropriate ratios as follows. 
)(/)]''()'([ SNRNRNRBT +=  
)''()'( RNRNADP +=  
Note: The convolution relationship discussed in step 2 has an important underlying 
physical significance with analogies in system dynamics and signal processing. The 
function fj(s) representing the number of trajectories (hence representing the flexibility of 
a particular aircraft maneuvering through an environment) is filtered by the function g(s) 
which represents the characteristics of the environment (i.e., the constraints and 
disturbances that define the solution space). Although derived in a limited scenario, this 
notion is fundamental and should generalize to comprehensive situations involving other 
degrees of freedom, constraints, and disturbances. Deriving the function g(s) that 
represents the environment is a major part of the process to determine the manner in 
which the flexibility represented by f(s) is filtered through the environment. This 
generalization will be a subject of further research.  
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7.3 Flexibility Using Path Stretch 
In order to analyze the flexibility provided by the path stretch degree of freedom, speed 
is held constant and the available paths that allow the aircraft to meet the RTA at the 
destination fix are analyzed. Figure 7-4 shows a preliminary analysis of the solution 
space using path stretching and the impact of a disturbance from a predicted conflict, in 
a framework relative to the intruder aircraft. Therefore the intruder aircraft and its 
surrounding conflict region are stationary while the maneuver aircraft and meter fix 
move relative to it as shown in the figure. The path stretch trajectories displayed in the 
figure (which are relative to the intruder aircraft) include one turn only and have the 
same length because they all meet the meter fix at the same time tMT (which is the RTA) 
at the same speed. The turn points (TRi) of the trajectories, therefore, lie on an ellipse 
with focal points at the current position and the meter fix destination. This elliptical 
shape is an outer bound on the path stretch solution space because any other path 
stretch of the same length and with more than one turn lies within the ellipse. Further 
research will include a formal proof of this theory. 
Relative Meter Fix
Position at tMT
Relative Turn-
out point at t0
TR orig
conflict region
TR4
TR3TR2TR1
Outbound leg
Return leg
Relative Meter Fix
Position at t0
Maneuver
Aircraft
Intruder
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Figure 7-4 Analysis of solution space using path stretch 
The impact of the predicted conflict is shown in Figure 7-4. Any trajectory that crosses 
the conflict region loses separation. The conflict region blocks out certain trajectories 
represented by the shaded turn-out angles, and hence corresponding regions of the 
elliptical boundary and area within. With limits on heading for the maneuver aircraft, the 
conflict region identifies infeasible states (I) that can only be part of infeasible 
trajectories (i.e., once reached the heading range cannot avoid the conflict), and robust 
states (R) that can only be part of feasible trajectories whatever heading is used. These 
areas are not shown in Figure 7-4 and will be subject of further analysis. The area of the 
ellipse and its blocked and unblocked areas (I and R respectively) are used to estimate 
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the number of trajectories needed for calculating the robustness and adaptability 
metrics using the path stretch degree of freedom. 
Further research will include analysis of the use of the ellipse area under the impact of 
the predicted conflict and deriving formulas for calculating the associated robustness 
and adaptability metrics. 
Further research will contain a variation on the past two subsections that combines the 
flexibility metrics using speed and path stretch simultaneously. 
7.4 Generalization to Stochastic Disturbances:  
Assuming a stochastic behavior of the intruding traffic of which the predicted conflict 
situation depicted in Figure 6-4, Figure 7-2, Figure 7-4 is one instance ‘i’, the metric is 
averaged over the instances. For example, if the intruder stochastic behavior is 
characterized by a distribution Pi over instances i:1-M, then the robustness and 
adaptability metrics are integrated over the instances:  
∑ = ×= Mi i iRBTPRBT 1 )(  
∑ = ×= Mi i iADPPADP 1 )(  
Figure 7-1 displayed schematically an example of such uncertainty in the location of the 
intruding traffic representing the disturbances. Uncertainty may also be in the speed or 
orientation of the traffic. The impact of such uncertainties results in variability in the 
conflict regions in Figure 6-4, Figure 7-2, and Figure 7-4, which may be accounted for in 
the metrics by averaging according to the two equations above, with partial information 
about the uncertainty represented by the distributions P.  
As shown in Figure 7-1 some paths may not be impacted by the traffic while others may 
be impacted with a certain probability. Accounting for the uncertainty may also be used 
to reflect the proximity of the maneuver aircraft along a path to the surrounding traffic, 
even if it is not directly impacted. Further research will analyze these aspects and take 
into account the proximity of a path s to a disturbance as opposed to being impacted 
directly by the disturbance. 
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8 Use of Metrics for Flexibility Preservation and Constraint 
Minimization 
The flexibility metrics are to be utilized for trajectory planning and constraint 
minimization. In Sections 6 and 7, the analysis and generation of flexibility metrics were 
conducted while simultaneously considering trajectory flexibility and the impact of 
constraints on it. This is because constraints imposed on trajectories, which define the 
trajectory solution space, were an integral part of the flexibility metrics. However, the 
use of the metrics in trajectory planning algorithms will be different from their use for 
constraint minimization algorithms. For example, while the trajectory planning function 
may maximize the flexibility metrics (or preserve them above a threshold), the constraint 
minimization function may look at the flexibility metrics sensitivity to changing 
constraints, in order to assist in making decisions about constraint relaxation. 
The following two examples illustrate two uses of the metrics. A simplified scenario is 
used comparing two paths and using only speed as degree of freedom. Case 1 
demonstrates the potential impact of preserving flexibility on traffic complexity and case 
2 shows the potential impact of relaxing constraints on preserving flexibility. 
Case 1 is presented in Figure 8-1: An aircraft is deciding to path stretch to meet an RTA 
constraint at a destination fix. It compares two path stretches; s1 which infringes on a 
traffic flow in an opposing direction and s2 which infringes on a traffic flow in an aligned 
direction. The aircraft selects one based on its flexibility using the speed degree of 
freedom only to avoid the disturbance of a potential conflict. For illustration, the 
predicted conflict geometry and timing are selected such that the conflict regions along 
the two paths are exactly symmetric about the vertical axis [48]. Figure 8-1 shows 
visually, for a specific conflict prediction instance, that the area R (including R' and R'') 
is significantly larger while the area I is significantly smaller, for path s2 which is aligned 
with the traffic relative to path s1 which is opposing to the traffic. Assuming a direct 
relationship between the R and I areas and the number of feasible/infeasible 
trajectories, as is illustrated in the examples in Figure 7-2 and Figure A.1 (in Appendix 
A), the robustness (relative number of feasible trajectories) and adaptability (absolute 
number of feasible trajectories) are higher for s2 than s1. Everything else being equal, 
including identical stochastic behavior of the intruder traffic for both paths, the 
robustness and adaptability metrics are more favorable for s2 than s1. Therefore, the 
aircraft would decide on the path stretch which is aligned with traffic. This shows that 
the aircraft’s decision based on preserving its flexibility results in aligning the aircraft 
with other traffic, and hence reducing its contribution to complexity. This hypothesis will 
be tested under more rigorous and general scenarios. 
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Figure 8-1 Case 1: Aligned versus opposing traffic 
Case 2 is presented in Figure 8-2:  An aircraft is deciding to path stretch to meet an 
RTA constraint (RTA1) at a destination fix. It compares two path stretches s1 and s2 both 
infringing on a traffic flow in an opposing direction, such that the conflict prediction 
disturbance is identical between the two paths. However, path stretch s2 passes through 
a congestion region resulting in RTA2 at an intermediate location. Figure 8-2 shows that 
the RTA2 constraint reduces the solution space considerably (R area relative to I area) 
for s2 relative to s1 resulting in lower robustness and adaptability to the conflict 
prediction disturbance. This example demonstrates that minimizing constraints, for 
example by removing RTA2 or increasing its tolerance, results in higher flexibility. This 
hypothesis will be tested under more rigorous and general scenarios. 
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Figure 8-2 Case 2: One versus two RTA constraints 
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9 Summary and Conclusions 
The work presented in this document constitutes preliminary research efforts towards 
testing the two hypotheses stated in Section 2. The first hypothesis speculates that by 
each individual aircraft autonomously preserving adequate flexibility in accommodating 
disturbances a traffic situation that is less complex will naturally result. The second 
hypothesis speculates that by minimizing the constraints imposed on the aircraft 
trajectory, without jeopardizing the intended ATM objectives, aircraft flexibility is 
increased and hence complexity mitigation is further enabled.  
Testing these hypotheses fundamentally supports improving ATM operations, both 
centralized and distributed. However, a concept of operations was formulated to provide 
a specific operational context for the research. After a brief literature review in Section 
3, the concept was described in Section 4, using hypothetical scenarios that 
demonstrated how the two newly proposed functions of flexibility preservation and 
constraint minimization interact together and with the separation assurance function. In 
this concept the flexibility preservation function is conceived as an airborne function that 
supports the pilot in autonomously selecting a trajectory which minimizes the aircraft 
risk exposure to disturbances. Two situations were distinguished: exposure to predicted 
conflicts with other traffic within a separation assurance horizon and exposure to 
disturbances outside the separation assurance horizon stemming for example from 
traffic congestion and weather systems. In both situations the flexibility preservation 
function is hypothesized to result in trajectories that lead to lower conflict prediction 
rates and less complex (more structured, predictable and safe) traffic situations. In the 
described concept the constraint minimization function is conceived as primarily a 
centralized function that supports ground-based traffic managers in imposing a just-
enough amount of constraints on aircraft trajectories to achieve ATM objectives such as 
separation assurance and flow management. However, pilots may negotiate constraint 
minimization with the traffic managers when required from the airborne perspective. A 
functional analysis depicting this concept of operations in terms of key functions and 
information flows between them was presented in Section 5.  
After defining the concept of operations, the focus of the remainder of the document 
concentrated on building an analytical framework in which preliminary metrics and 
methods are developed. The main objective was to gain insight into the fundamental 
elements and characteristics of the problem; to which end a limited scope situation was 
analyzed. This limited scope situation was to serve as a seed for generalization to more 
comprehensive ones. The situation involved a single aircraft with multiple RTA 
constraints and a single predicted conflict disturbance. The aircraft is to meet the 
constraints and accommodate the disturbances using speed as the only degree of 
freedom along a selection of fixed paths. The solution space of the aircraft trajectory 
was analyzed highlighting the effects of the constraints and disturbances on it. The 
analysis resulted in defining flexibility in terms of two key characteristics, robustness 
and adaptability to the disturbance. Then, metrics were suggested to measure 
robustness using the ratio of the number of feasible trajectories (meeting the 
constraints) given the disturbance to the number of feasible trajectories without the 
disturbance, and to measure adaptability using the absolute number of trajectories that 
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are feasible given the disturbance occurrence. In Section 7 a method to estimate the 
number of trajectories under different constraint/disturbance impacts was suggested, 
along with initial efforts for generalization to other degrees of freedom, namely path 
stretch. The estimation method discretizes time into time steps during each speed is 
assumed constant and uses a convolution process to estimate the number of 
trajectories between time steps. The method although developed for the speed degree 
of freedom has potential for generalization to other degrees of freedom. Using these 
insights, two qualitative examples were described in Section 8 demonstrating the use of 
the metrics suggested in the limited scope situation to instantiate the hypotheses 
described in Section 2. It was demonstrated that if an aircraft maximized its robustness 
and adaptability (using speed only) to a predicted conflict disturbance it would select a 
path that aligns its direction with other traffic rather than a path that opposes other 
traffic. It was also demonstrated that the robustness and adaptability of the aircraft to a 
predicted conflict disturbance is reduced by adding RTA constraints. These fundamental 
insights and definitions will be extended to more comprehensive situations involving 
other degrees of freedom and other types of constraints and disturbances as explained 
in the next section. 
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10 Future Work 
In order to test the research hypotheses presented in Section 2, the preliminary metrics 
proposed in this document need to be extended and matured. Then algorithms need to 
be developed to compute the metrics and instantiate the flexibility preservation and 
constraint minimization functions in support of experiment scenarios suitably designed 
to test the hypotheses. Before conducting the experiments, the metrics and algorithms 
will be tested and prototyped. First, low-to-medium fidelity testing will be performed in a 
desktop analysis environment (such as MATLAB). This would provide a controllable 
environment to test the algorithms and visualize their behavior as they are developed. 
Then, the metrics and algorithms will be refined based on the initial testing results. The 
experiments designed to test the hypotheses will be performed in the NASA Langley Air 
Traffic Operations Laboratory (ATOL). This will require implementing the flexibility 
preservation and constraint minimization metrics and algorithms within the AOP 
prototype and higher fidelity testing and validation. 
Therefore, the next phase of research (planned for 2008) is classified into four major 
areas: (1) Metrics extension (2) Algorithm development (3) MATLAB testing and 
analysis (4) Design, development and conduct of complexity impact experiments. Each 
area is briefly described below. 
10.1 Metrics Extension 
The next phase of the research will extend the flexibility metrics described in this 
document into more comprehensive cases. Metrics currently have been suggested for 
limited scope situations: using only speed as a degree of freedom to accommodate 
situations with two RTA constraints, and one conflict disturbance. While the situations 
analyzed are limited in scope the metrics suggested are generic in nature. 
These metrics need to be extended to more comprehensive situations involving more 
degrees of freedom, constraints, and disturbances: 
10.1.1  Extending to Other Degrees of Freedom 
The extension to degrees of freedom other than speed will be performed in stages. The 
preliminary efforts described in this document considered the path stretch degree of 
freedom as an outer loop to the speed degree of freedom (selecting a prespecified path 
while considering the flexibility using speed along each path). This effort will be pursued 
further considering path stretch alone without speed (initial analysis was presented in 
Section 7.3) and synthesizing a flexible trajectory using both degrees of freedom, path 
stretch and speed, in an integrated manner.  
Then extension to the altitude degree of freedom will be pursued after understanding 
the problem in two dimensions. Incorporating altitude may also be done in two stages: 
First, considering altitude as an outer loop to the 2-dimensional problem (selecting an 
altitude while considering the flexibility using speed and path stretch in a plane at each 
altitude). Then, an integrated trajectory synthesis method may be developed 
considering speed, path stretch and altitude simultaneously.  
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Initial hypothesis testing may be performed first in two dimensional settings (considering 
only speed and path stretch). This is useful to obtain initial insights and feedback into 
the metrics and algorithms before expanding the setting to three dimensions. Then, 
extension into the 3rd dimension may be done incrementally by first considering simple 
climb/descent steps. This would allow aircraft seeking flexibility to consider the effect of 
changing flight levels, which may be important for preserving RTA adherence. 
10.1.2 Extending to Other Constraints 
Several types of trajectory constraints have been analyzed as reported in this 
document: RTA and predicted conflicts with other traffic in addition to aircraft 
performance constraints such as the minimum and maximum speeds. This included 
multiple RTA constraints with tolerance in meeting the RTA. Conflict with traffic was 
analyzed as a constraint disturbance that is predicted with certain probability; however, 
it may also be considered as a constraint if predicted with sufficient certainty. Extending 
to other types of constraints includes area hazards; although they are more 
deterministic and simpler to analyze so they may be considered as a special case of 
conflict prediction. Other aircraft performance constraints may also be considered such 
as fuel load which limits the flying time and limits on altitude, turns, and path stretching.  
The multiplicity of the constraints and their types gives rise to a prioritization among 
them, which is an important aspect in the constraint minimization function. In this 
function the decision to relax some constraints may be based on ranking of the 
constraints. One ranking criteria is the impact of relaxing a constraint on meeting the 
intended ATM objective(s). For example, if an aircraft is unable to meet an RTA 
because of a predicted conflict, the traffic manager may relax the RTA ensuring safety 
at the expense of TFM objectives. Or when an aircraft is impacted by multiple RTAs the 
RTAs may be ranked in terms of their need for meeting the TFM objective (balancing 
demand and capacity) and the ones that are redundant or less effective may be relaxed. 
Another ranking criteria is the amount of flexibility that relaxing a constraint affords the 
aircraft. For example, of multiple constraints the ones whose relaxation increases the 
aircraft flexibility most may be prioritized candidates for relaxation. This ranking from the 
aircraft perspective becomes an input to the constraint relaxation negotiation process, 
where the pilot (or airline) may request relaxing the constraints that increases their 
flexibility the most. Also relaxing constraints causing over-constraining situations (no 
trajectory solution meets all constraints) takes priority over relaxing ones that cause 
excessive-constraining situations (no flexible-enough trajectory solution meets all 
constraints). Therefore, future work will include investigating ranking of constraints using 
different relevant criteria in multiple constraint situations. 
10.1.3 Extending to Other Disturbances 
In terms of disturbances only specific constraint type disturbances have been 
considered in this document. For example, conflict prediction was used as an example 
of a constraint disturbance that alters the solution space of the aircraft trajectory. Future 
work will extend the metrics and methods to other types of constraint disturbances, such 
as weather cell initiation and motion, dense traffic areas, and area hazards. It is 
expected that the analytical framework used in this document will be able to generalize 
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to these cases, where the predicted conflict disturbance may be considered a generic 
form of these types of disturbances, with appropriate characterization. For example, a 
dense traffic area or a collection of weather cells may be modeled as a single moving 
cluster of individual aircraft or weather cells. Other constraint disturbances include non-
planned changes to RTA constraints. The metrics will also be extended to multiple 
disturbance situations of the same or different types. 
In analyzing constraint type disturbances the aircraft is assumed to fly its planned 
trajectory with high accuracy. Future research will extend the insights gained from this 
limited scope situation to situations involving state disturbances that force the aircraft to 
deviate from its planned trajectory (such as wind gusts). Differences between the 
impacts of constraint and state type disturbances and their combined effects will be 
analyzed.  
10.2 Algorithm Development 
The next phase of the research will include developing algorithms to instantiate the 
flexibility preservation and constraint minimization functions by utilizing the refined 
metrics in trajectory planning. For the flexibility preservation function methods will be 
developed for planning and synthesizing a trajectory based on objective functions that 
maximize or preserve the flexibility metrics. For the constraint minimization function 
methods for scoring different constraints based on flexibility impacts and ATM objective 
impacts are used for selecting constraints that are candidate for relaxation. The 
following are a number of related issues that the next phase of research will address.  
10.2.1 Relation between Flexibility Preservation and Constraint Minimization 
To date the analysis and generation of flexibility metrics were conducted while 
simultaneously considering trajectory flexibility and the impact of constraints on it. This 
is because the constraints imposed on a trajectory, which define the trajectory solution 
space, were an integral part of the flexibility metrics. However, the use of the metrics in 
trajectory flexibility preservation algorithms will be different from their use in constraint 
minimization algorithms. For example, while trajectory flexibility preservation may 
maximize the flexibility metrics (or preserve them above a threshold), constraint 
minimization may look at the flexibility metrics sensitivity to modifying constraints, in 
order to assist in making decisions about constraint relaxation. These various uses of 
the metrics will be investigated in the context of the experimentation needed for testing 
the research hypotheses.  
10.2.2 Tradeoff between Metrics 
In some situations a tradeoff exists between the flexibility metrics, i.e., robustness and 
adaptability, and with other objectives. For example, a tradeoff between robustness and 
adaptability may arise because of the decision maker’s risk attitude: a conservative 
decision maker may favor robustness to minimize having to accommodate the 
disturbance, while a more risk prone attitude may tolerate a certain chance of dealing 
with the disturbance as long as there is sufficient adaptability. Flexibility was defined as 
the aircraft ability to accommodate disturbances while abiding by all constraints. This 
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goal is traded with other objectives of the aircraft such as fuel efficiency. Such 
objectives may be formulated as constraints on the trajectory solution space and treated 
in the flexibility preservation problem, or as objectives that compete with the flexibility 
preservation objective. Such trade-offs between metrics will be explored in the next 
phase of the research. 
10.2.3 Time Horizon 
In order to support the operational concept described in Sections 4 and 5, various time 
horizons need to be considered, for example, differentiating between flexibility 
preservation within the conflict resolution horizon and beyond where conflict resolution 
is not performed. 
Within the conflict resolution horizon the flexibility metrics may be incorporated in the 
AOP conflict resolution algorithm [10] in order to select a resolution trajectory that is 
conflict free but also more flexible. Other algorithmic approaches to plan a trajectory 
using the suggested flexibility metrics will be pursued further for both within and outside 
the separation assurance horizon. 
10.2.4 Cooperative Flexibility Planning 
The initial experimentation (at least in the MATLAB environment) will test the impact of 
single aircraft flexibility preservation (i.e., each aircraft acting independently) on traffic 
complexity. If the research hypothesis is correct these autonomous actions should result 
in traffic complexity reduction, to a certain extent. However, an important question is 
whether such distributed uncoordinated actions are effective or sufficient to reduce 
traffic complexity. If not, further complexity reduction may be achieved through 
coordination of the individual actions. The coordination may be achieved by explicit 
communication and collaboration between the distributed agents or through centralized 
(e.g., ground based) mediation and supervision. Therefore, algorithms for single aircraft 
flexibility preservation and for multiple aircraft, collaborative flexibility preservation may 
be required to fully explore and test the research hypotheses. 
During the first part of the next research phase the focus will continue to be on a single 
aircraft planning its trajectory under various constraint/disturbance situations. Then the 
focus will extend to multiple aircraft planning their respective trajectories simultaneously 
in the presence of constraints and disturbances. For example, different levels of intent 
information sharing between aircraft may be modeled to coordinate the distributed 
flexibility preservation actions. This information may be used to model reduction in the 
disturbance uncertainties such as those associated with the conflict prediction and to 
enable rules of negotiating distributed actions.  
It should be noted that considering collective aircraft planning should be pursued 
gradually and after the impact of single aircraft planning is well understood. For 
example, a set of second round experimentation may assess the impact of collective, 
collaborative behavior, after a first experiment assesses the impact of independent, 
single aircraft planning on traffic complexity.  
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10.3 MATLAB Analysis and Testing  
Before conducting expensive experiments in the ATOL environment it is important to 
conduct low-to-medium level analysis in an environment such as MATLAB. This 
analysis is crucial for refining the metrics and algorithms described in the previous two 
subsections. Therefore, the next phase of research will involve extensive MATLAB 
analysis continuing from initial efforts in the first phase. Starting with the limited scope 
pilot case (i.e., using only speed as a degree of freedom and considering multiple RTAs 
as constraints and predicted conflicts as disturbances) a MATLAB test and analysis 
utility is being built and will continue to expand as more generic cases are analyzed. 
The MATLAB utilities will include: 
o Utilities to compute the flexibility metrics and other metrics that are needed to 
analyze tradeoffs between different trajectory planning objectives and test the 
research hypotheses. For example, the metrics include constraints’ impact on 
flexibility, trajectory planning metrics other than flexibility (e.g., travel time, and 
fuel burn), constraint relaxation impact on ATM objectives, and simple traffic 
complexity metrics.  
o Algorithms that use the metrics for trajectory planning and constraint 
minimization. 
o Utilities to visualize the metrics and algorithm behavior under different situations. 
For example, developing plots of the robustness and adaptability metrics 
presented in this report as a third dimension over the solution spaces in Figure 
6-4, Figure 7-2, and Figure 7-4. These plots will show how the metrics vary and 
tradeoff over the solution space and under the impact of different disturbance 
situations.  
o MATLAB experiments, scenario simulation, and analyses. For example, these 
analyses include simulation and visualization of aircraft motion in simple 
scenarios that bring together traffic and area hazards in a manner relevant to the 
hypotheses being tested (See e.g., Figure 7-1). They also include analyzing the 
results of the trajectory planning algorithms in such scenarios including the 
tradeoffs between different metrics (e.g., robustness, adaptability, travel time, 
fuel burn), and impacts on traffic complexity (using simple complexity metrics). 
Initial testing of the hypotheses may be done in MATLAB with simple traffic complexity 
metrics, if feasible. MATLAB analysis in the next phase of research will also be crucial 
to support of the AOP experimentation in the ATOL environment, in order to support 
initial testing of iterations on the AOP experimentation and analysis of the results of the 
experiments. 
10.4 Design and Conduct of Complexity Impact Experiments 
Experiments need to be designed and conducted in the next phase of research in order 
to test the hypothesis that preserving trajectory flexibility mitigates traffic complexity. 
The experiments will also include testing the relationship between constraint 
minimization and trajectory flexibility. In addition to the results of the research efforts 
described in the previous three subsections, the experimentation exercise includes two 
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major components: traffic complexity metric selection and experiment scenario 
selection. 
10.4.1 Traffic Complexity Metric Selection 
The critical factor in the selection of a traffic complexity metric is to ensure that the 
metric represents the appropriate physical characteristic of the traffic that is intended. 
According to the literature search in Section 3.3, traffic complexity has referred in the 
abstract sense to the proneness of the system to commit safety compromising errors; 
and in particular has been used to refer to the rate of conflicts predicted and hence the 
workload of the (ground-based) air traffic controller whose primary task is to monitor and 
resolve such conflicts. However, as described in Section 4, traffic complexity, which still 
refers in the abstract sense to the proneness of the system to commit safety 
compromising errors, may represent different characteristics in the distributed control 
environment, in which the pilots maintain or share responsibility for separation 
assurance. Therefore, it is critical to select and use complexity metrics that represent 
intrinsic characteristics of the traffic that reflect its safety compromising tendencies, 
without strict dependence on the distributed versus centralized nature of the control 
environment.  
Given the substantial prior research and literature available on traffic complexity and its 
measurement, it is desirable to attempt to leverage to the extent possible traffic 
complexity measures that have been proposed. For example, the complexity metric in 
[39] has been identified as a possibly suitable metric since it attempts to measure 
intrinsic complexity characteristics of the traffic. This metric, among others, will be 
further investigated in the next phase of the research and, once a suitable measure is 
selected, its computation will be integrated in the experiment setup. 
10.4.2 Experiment Scenario Design 
A number of scenarios need to be generated to test the research hypotheses. The most 
critical aspect of selecting experiment scenarios that are appropriate for the hypothesis 
testing is to ensure that each scenario reflects and isolates the factors and relationships 
being analyzed. To this end initial experiment scenarios should be simple even at the 
expense of some realism. This is particularly true for the MATLAB analyses and 
preliminary experiments, discussed in Section 10.3. Then more realism and 
sophistication would be added gradually, starting with limited scope scenarios (limited 
degrees of freedom and constraint/disturbance situations as described, for example, in 
Section 7.1 and Figure 7-1) and proceeding to more comprehensive scenarios based on 
preliminary results and insights. 
The ATOL experiments, because they are more expensive, need to be carefully 
designed and exhibit the appropriate balance between realism and simplicity. To help 
achieve this end leveraging previous AOP self-separation experiments [49] and the 
lessons learned from them will be critical.  
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Appendix A. Solution Space with One Single Speed Change 
For illustration, an example is given in Figure A.1 with the additional constraints that 
only a single change of speed is allowed along the path and with a single point (zero 
tolerance) RTA. The solution space that meets RTA1 independently from the predicted 
conflict is bound as before by the minimum and maximum speed lines extended from 
the point (RTA1 d1) and the current state. With the additional constraints each point in 
this space corresponds to the speed change location of a single trajectory, and each 
trajectory that meets the RTA changes its speed at one point in this space. Therefore, 
the number of trajectories that meet the RTA (independently from the predicted conflict 
disturbance) corresponds exactly to the area of the solution space (S). The analysis of 
this solution space into areas R, I and A with respect to the predicted conflict is depicted 
in the figure. The infeasible area I is bounded by the two single-speed-change 
trajectories that are tangent to the predicted conflict region and end at RTA1. 
Correspondingly the areas R' and R'' are bound by these lines and the minimum-
/maximum-speed boundaries of the solution space that meets RTA1. Area R' can be 
reached from area A' and area R'' can be reached from area A''. The number of feasible 
trajectories that fall in R is measured by the area of the R region, because any speed 
change outside R corresponds to an infeasible trajectory, and each point in the area R 
corresponds to the location of one possible speed change and hence exactly to a single 
feasible trajectory. Therefore, RBT = (R'+R'')/S. 
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Figure A-1 Solution space with one speed change 
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